Youth Violence

Youth violence is found almost everywhere. Many troubled Young people have found themselves doing drugs, carrying drugs and even killing other individuals. Additionally some use bulling and peer pressure to make other teens found them in their path. I was a victim of bulling and I know how it feels to be bullied. There are three types of bulling: cyber bulling, which is bulling on the internet, physical, which is punching, kicking or harassment, and the last one is exclusion, which is making someone feel Looney by not involving them in any group of activities. Bulling is just the beginning of what youth violence is.

Another form of youth violence is gangs. Gangs are a group of people or rebels that do drugs and rob people. Robbing is a common crime also killing and revenge. Some gang members steal your wallet, purse or ID card which leads to identity theft. This crime is a very dangerous because these people can steal your home, job and identity.

Violence is everywhere but that doesn’t that mean we can put a stop to it. Violence has affected my neighborhood. There was a murder at a pizza shop about a block away from my house and four people were dead. I wanted to stop violence I believe in world peace! Also we need change because these criminals are setting a bad example for the children and these3 kids are our new generation: they’re supposed to stop violence, not create it.

A way we can violence is talk about our problems because people commit a lot of crimes because they might have problems involving their family, job, relationships, etc. And talking might get all their stress out and feel better about themselves.

Youth violence is also affecting the environment. People keep killing animals and littering in the street. Not to mention there are sometimes people making wild fires in a lot of forests each year. People are putting our world in danger and we, the new generation, can put a stop to this if we can act Mart and be against violence instead of supporting it.

Once, I was bullied. I thought that I didn’t fit in this school and I wanted to transfer. However, I stood up to my class and showed them that I’m not just some girl they can pick on. Everyone understood me and treated me like they wanted to be treated. My actions led to Shopping bulling in my classroom. Other victims can do the same thing.

Another way we can stop violence is to keep children away from it. We can’t let kids join violence because they can damage our community and their family. Violence
can influence kids and that's why they do drugs, bulling, smoking underage and forming gangs. These kids might have their own problems. Perhaps their parents should spend time with their kids instead of leaving them with their problems.

In conclusion, I believe that violence can affect a lot of people. We should put a stop to youth violence and bring peace to the world instead of hatred and danger. We, children and adults who are against violence, can put a stop to this right here right now.